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Discovering Unique, Low-Energy Pure Water
Isomers: Memetic Exploration, Optimization,
and Landscape Analysis
Harold Soh, Yew-Soon Ong, Quoc Chinh Nguyen, Quang Huy Nguyen,
Mohamed Salahuddin Habibullah, Terence Hung, and Jer-Lai Kuo

Abstract—The discovery of low-energy stable and meta-stable
molecular structures remains an important and unsolved problem
in search and optimization. In this paper, we contribute two
stochastic algorithms, the archiving molecular memetic algorithm
(AMMA) and the archiving basin hopping algorithm (ABHA) for
sampling low-energy isomers on the landscapes of pure water
clusters (H2 O)n . We applied our methods to two sophisticated
empirical water cluster models, TTM2.1-F and OSS2, and generated archives of low-energy water isomers (H2 O)n n = 3−15. Our
algorithms not only reproduced previously-found best minima,
but also discovered new global minima candidates for sizes
9–15 on OSS2. Further numerical results show that AMMA and
ABHA outperformed a baseline stochastic multistart local search
algorithm in terms of convergence and isomer archival. Noting
a performance differential between TTM2.1-F and OSS2, we
analyzed both model landscapes to reveal that the global and local
correlation properties of the empirical models differ signiﬁcantly.
In particular, the OSS2 landscape was less correlated and hence,
more difﬁcult to explore and optimize. Guided by our landscape
analyses, we proposed and demonstrated the effectiveness of
a hybrid local search algorithm, which signiﬁcantly improved
the sampling performance of AMMA on the larger OSS2
landscapes. Although applied to pure water clusters in this
paper, AMMA and ABHA can be easily modiﬁed for subsequent
studies in computational chemistry and biology. Moreover, the
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landscape analyses conducted in this paper can be replicated
for other molecular systems to uncover landscape properties
and provide insights to both physical chemists and evolutionary
algorithmists.
Index Terms—Basin hopping, isomer sampling, landscape analysis, memetic algorithm, molecular optimization.

I. Introduction

W

ATER CLUSTERS are important for understanding
the enigmatic properties of water. In physical chemistry, water clusters are extensively studied to characterize
the fundamental molecular interactions and collective effects
of the condensed phase (liquid and ice) [1]–[3]. In biology,
water clusters are used to elucidate water’s role in biochemical
processes, including protein folding and ligand docking, and
to study hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions.
At the heart of computational studies involving water
clusters and their interactions are the water models used to
calculate properties such as potential energy and electrostatic
forces. Among the most accurate water models currently
available are first principle quantum mechanical computations and semi-empirical methods, for example second-order
Møller–Plesset (MP2) and density functional theory [4]. However, these methods are computationally expensive, limiting
their use to simulations involving only a small numbers of
atoms. To overcome this limitation, specialized cost-effective
empirical models have been developed for use in largescale simulation and optimization studies. Advanced empirical water models, which are fitted to experimental data or
ab initio results, can reproduce water’s fundamental properties
with impressive accuracy. However, despite rapid progress, no
empirical model to date is able to quantitatively account for
all of water’s characteristics nor reproduce all the ground-state
structures of ab initio calculations.
Validation and comparison of empirical water models are
generally performed by comparing the structural characteristics of the global minima. Consequently, there has been considerable work in global optimization algorithms. Among the
more effective methods developed are the simulated annealing
(SA) method used by Lee et al. [5] to optimize water clusters
up to n = 20 using the Cieplak, Kollman, and Lybrand model,
the basin hopping algorithm used by Wales et al. to optimize
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the rigid TIP4P [6] and TIP5P [2] potential models for n ≤ 21
and the genetic algorithm used by Bandow and Harke to
optimize water clusters on TIP4P and TTM2-F potentials for
n ≤ 34 [7].
Unfortunately, recent work has concentrated solely on
global optimization at the expense of locating other lowlying isomers (local minima). Isomers not only provide key
insights into resultant properties but also a statistical comparison between isomers represents a more robust methodology
for comparing models and determining fit to the quantum
mechanical calculations.
In this paper, we focus on discovering unique, low-energy
isomers, including the global minimum. The contribution of
this paper is multifold. First, we propose two stochastic
algorithms based on the highly successful methodologies of
evolutionary computation and SA: the archiving molecular
memetic algorithm (AMMA) and archiving basin hopping
algorithm (ABHA). Both algorithms were developed from the
ground up to address three key challenges associated with lowenergy isomer sampling on the potential energy landscapes.
1) The potential energy landscapes of molecular clusters,
including water clusters, are high-dimensional [8], [9].
In this paper, we evaluated water clusters consisting up
to 15 molecules which are represented by 135 epistatic
real-valued variables.
2) Prior work on Lennard–Jones clusters and water clusters
showed that the number of isomers grows exponentially
with cluster size [9]–[12].
3) Distinguishing unique minima is nontrivial because of
rotational and translational symmetries. Failure to detect
duplicate structures will result in large isomer databases
with redundant copies.
Although the memetic algorithm (MA) and basin hopping
are different approaches, our algorithms share three core
features: the ultrafast shape recognition (USR) algorithm [13]
for fast structural comparisons, specially designed operators
for traversing energy landscapes and an efficient molecular
structure archive for isomer storage.
We demonstrated the efficacy of AMMA and ABHA on
two sophisticated empirical water cluster models, TTM2.1-F
and OSS2, and performed extensive numerical tests (totaling
more than 31 days of CPU time) for pure water cluster
(H2 O)n n = 3–15. Experimental results show that AMMA and
ABHA performed similarly but were superior to a baseline
stochastic multistart local search (SMSL) algorithm in terms
of convergence and number of low-energy isomers archived.
Our second contribution arose from our desire to gain
insights into the properties of water model landscapes and to
elucidate how these properties influenced the performance of
proposed algorithms. This issue is fundamentally important
to the field of evolutionary computation and water model
research but has remained largely unresolved due to the highcomplexity involved with such analyses.
In this paper, experimental results indicated that the performance of the algorithms differed significantly on TTM2.1-F
and OSS2, despite both models being developed for the similar
purpose of calculating the binding energy of water clusters. To

Fig. 1. Hypothetical potential energy landscape. Even though isomer A is
close to the global minimum, it has to overcome a landscape barrier to reach
it.

illuminate the reasons behind this observation, we performed
a large-scale study of the TTM2.1-F and OSS2 landscapes
using the tens of thousands of isomers gathered during our
experiments. With our developed landscape formulation and
correlation tests, we demonstrated that the global and local
“roughness” of OSS2 is significantly higher than TTM2.1-F,
resulting in poorer convergence and smaller isomer archives.
Not only did our analysis reveal how algorithm performance
was related to landscape properties but also highlighted the
landscape differences between TTM2.1-F and OSS2 despite
similar global minima for small clusters.
Guided by the results of our landscape analyses, our third
contribution is a hybrid local search (HLS), which introduces
a stochastic element to the deterministic Broyden–Fletcher–
Goldfarb–Shannon (BFGS) local search method. When applied to the larger water clusters n = 13–15 on OSS2, we
observed a significant improvement in AMMA’s sampling
capability.
The remaining portions of this paper are organized as
follows. Section II describes the problem of isomer sampling from a landscape perspective, giving specifics on the
configuration space, fitness/energy functions, and the structural distance measure. Section III details AMMA, ABHA,
and SMSL, detailing the operators, replacement, and archival
methods used. We present our empirical results in Section IV,
comparing the convergence and isomer sampling abilities of
AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL. Section V presents our analysis
into the global and local properties of the TTM2.1-F and OSS2
landscapes. This is followed by Section VI, which describes
the HLS method. Finally, Section VII summarizes our main
findings and explores avenues for future work.
II. Problem Definition: A Landscape Perspective
The fitness or energy landscape has proven to be a useful conceptual framework in various fields, from biological
evolution and protein folding to combinatorial and molecular
optimization [8], [9], and [14]. Intuitively, an optimization
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process can be visualized as a search across this landscape
to find a minimum or maximum point (Fig. 1). During the
search, the process may encounter peaks and troughs which
may impede progress. Without loss of generality, we only
consider a minimization process throughout this paper.
We can formally define a landscape as an ordered set of
three components L = (X, f, d) where X is the set of possible
solutions or configurations, f is the fitness or energy function,
and d is a distance measure between two points in X. In
the following subsections, we describe in detail each of these
components as they relate to water cluster optimization.
A. Conﬁguration/Representation Space
The configuration space X is the set of physically consistent
water clusters, denoted as (H2 O)n where n is the number of
water molecules in the cluster. Each member x ∈ X is a vector
of 9n real numbers representing each atom’s coordinates in
3-D space measured in Ångstroms (Å), that is, x ∈ R9n . We
note that there are other possible methods for representing
water molecules, such as with Eulerian angles [7], but the
Cartesian coordinate representation allows for fully flexible
clusters.
B. Fitness or Potential Energy Function
The fitness or potential energy function, f = f (x) : X → R,
gives the height of the landscape. In this paper, we work with
empirical pure water models that calculate the binding energies
of water clusters. In chemistry, water clusters have been
extensively studied and used as prototypes to study solvation
of ions in great detail [15]–[17]. Empirical water models
are computationally less demanding compared to ab initio
methods and hence, are used extensively in physical chemistry
and computational biology for simulation and optimization.
Empirical models have undergone extensive development
during the past decade and at the time of writing, there
exist more than 50 empirical models for water [18]. Popular
empirical models include SPC, the TIP family (TIP3P, TIP4P,
TIP4P-Ew, TIP5P-Ew, etc.), GCPM and QCT [14], [19]–[22].
In this paper, we sought to expose the global and local minima
of pure water clusters of the recently developed TTM2.1-F
[23] and OSS2 [24] flexible models.
1) TTM2.1-F: Since its introduction in 2004, the flexible,
polarizable, Thole-type interaction potential for pure water
(TTM2-F) has been the subject of several optimization studies and was demonstrated to possess global minima for a
wide range of cluster sizes that agree with ab initio MP2
calculations. TTM2-F extends the rigid version (TTM2-R)
with an intra-molecular charge redistribution scheme which
involves coupling the Partridge–Schwenke monomer potential
energy and the dipole moment surfaces to the intermolecular
component of the total interaction [25]. The TTM2-F model
was recently updated in 2007 to correctly account for the
individual water dipole movement [23] and this revised model,
TTM2.1-F, maintains the accuracy of the original TTM2-F
but prevents the inaccuracies that arise at short intermolecular
separations. In this paper, we intended to verify if TTM2.1-F
possessed the same global minima as TTM2-F for n = 3–15.

Fig. 2. Two structurally distinct (H2 O)10 TTM2.1-F isomers which are
almost iso-energetic with a binding energy difference of ≈0.0001 kcal/mol.
(a) E = −91.104 kcal/mol. (b) E = −91.1041 kcal/mol.

2) OSS2: The second model considered in our paper
is the OSS2 model by Ojamae, Shavitt, and Singer [24].
Unlike TTM2.1-F, OSS2 was developed to describe water as a
participant in ionic chemistry, such as in biological processes.
Although primarily developed for describing protonated water
H+ (H2 O)n , OSS2 can potentially model all three species of
water, i.e., protonated, deprotonated, and pure water clusters.
Compared to sister models (OSS1 and OSS3), OSS2 gave
the “best overall performance with regard to structure and
energetics of larger neutral and protonated water clusters” [24].
Specifically for small water clusters, OSS2 produced results
for clusters (H2 O)n (n < 6) that are in agreement with MP2
calculations. To the best of our knowledge, global minima for
sizes larger than n = 8 had not been investigated.
C. Structural Distance Measure
The structural distance measure, d = d(xi , xj ) : X×X ⇒ R,
is an important component of potential energy landscapes
that was often overlooked in prior work. Without a structural
metric, it is not possible to clearly define distinct structures. Previous optimization studies [2], [6], [7], and [26]
filtered structures with similar energies, assuming implicitly
that similarity in binding energies implies similarity in structure. Unfortunately, this assumption is not true in general
(see Fig. 2) and simply disregarding structures with similar
energies will dismiss potentially interesting isomers and pathways to other low-lying regions of the landscape.
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Molecular structure comparison metrics can be broadly categorized into superposition and nonsuperposition methods [13].
Superposition methods optimize the overlay of compared
molecules through a variety of metrics such as volume overlap
[27], grid point counts [28] or Gaussian approximations [29].
These methods are generally accurate but are computationally
expensive. Since we sought to compare thousands of structures, superposition methods were infeasible.
Instead, we used a computationally efficient nonsuperposition method with demonstrated accuracy: the USR [13]. Unlike
superposition methods, USR measures a molecular structure’s
shape using a signature vector of 12 atomic distance statistics,
U. This signature captures the mean, standard deviation, and
asymmetry of the distances from each atom in the structure
to four anchor points. The anchor points are a (the structure’s
centroid), b (the atom closest to a), c (the atom furthest from
a), and d (the atom furthest from c).
This signature has nice properties in that it is invariant
to translational and rotational symmetries. As such, we can
easily define the similarity, s(xi , xj ) between two molecular
structures xi and xj as inverses of distances between the
signatures, for example, the inverse-scaled Manhattan distance
1
s(xi , xj ) =
(1)
x
1 12
1 + 12 k=1 |Ukxi − Uk j |

Archiving Molecular Memetic Algorithm(n, M, I, ILS , w,
FT , ec , , edup , ddup , pi , pc , pp , pr , ng )
Require: c < 1.0
1: P ⇐ InitializePopulation(M, n, w, FT )
2: A ⇐ InitializeArchive(P)
3: for i = 1 to I do
4:
x ⇐ GenerateChild(P, pi , pc , pp , pr , ng )
5:
x ⇐ LocalSearch(x , , ILS )
6:
e ⇐ f (x )
7:
P ⇐ Replacement(x , e, P, edup , ddup )
8:
A ⇐ Archive(x, A, ec , , edup , ddup )
9: end for
Fig. 3.

Archiving molecular memetic algorithm.

In this form, d(xi , xj ) conveniently maps to [0, 1) with
0 indicating maximum similarity. Note that d(xi , xj ) is also
symmetric since s(xi , xj ) = s(xj , xi ). Our tests with USR
on pure water clusters indicated that it was effective at
identifying duplicates and distinguishing dissimilar clusters.
For the structures shown in Fig. 2, d = 0.3192 or 31.92%.
From a computational perspective, USR is highly efficient and
at least three orders of magnitude faster than the previously
most efficient method, ROCS [30]. The signature computations
are O(n) for each pure water cluster of size n.

memory also mandated the limitation of isomers to a sample
that was a subset of Xm for large search spaces. To formalize
the concept of a “good” sample, we define the ideal sample
∗
Xm
⊆ Xm which has the following properties:
1) contains all structures with energies below a user-defined
∗
threshold, i.e., Xm
= {xk ∈ Xm |f (xk ) ≤ Ec };
∗
2) contains the global minima, i.e., x∗ ∈ Xm
where
∗
for all xk ∈ Xm , f (x ) ≤ f (xk );
3) contains no duplicates, i.e., there do not exist any
∗
xi , xj ∈ Xm
s.t. (|f (xi ) − f (xj )| < edup ) ∧ (d(xi , xj ) <
ddup ) where edup and ddup are the maximum tolerable
similarities in the energy and configuration spaces.
It follows naturally that the binding energies of structures
in the ideal sample are bounded by Ec and f (x∗ ). A good
sample should approximate the ideal sample and although
∗
Xm
is not known, any sample set Xk (without duplicates and
∗
. Since the
with energies bounded by Ec ) is a subset of Xm
∗
cardinality of Xk must be smaller or equal to that of Xm
,
∗
we can test for closeness to Xm by measuring the size of Xk ;
the larger the size, the closer it is to the ideal set. Furthermore,
∗
Xm
contains the global minima and as such, we can use the
lowest energy isomer(s) in each set as another indication of
∗
similarity to Xm
; the lower the energies of the best structures,
the closer the sample to the ideal sample.

D. Isomer Sampling and Optimization

III. Stochastic Search and Optimization Methods

Now that we have defined the concept of a landscape, we
define the problem of isomer sampling as a search for minima
on a landscape. In particular, we wish to find Xm ⊆ X

In this section, we discuss in detail the two stochastic
methods developed in this paper: AMMA and ABHA. We first
give an outline of both algorithms and then proceed to discuss
each component in detail. Although the memetic algorithm and
basin hopping approaches are different, both our algorithms
share operators and the archival method. Both algorithms
are also asynchronous and are easily parallelized for highperformance compute clusters using a master-slave framework,
such as in [7] and [32]. As a reference, the parameters
used by the algorithms with associated notation are shown in
Table I.

where Ukxi denotes the kth component of xi ’s USR signature.
From (1), we can naturally define the distance or dissimilarity
between structures as
d(xi , xj ) = 1 − s(xi , xj ).

Xm = {xi ∈ X| (|∇f (xi )| = 0) ∧


Hi is positive definite1 }

(2)

(3)

where |∇f (xi )| is the magnitude of the gradient at xi and Hi
is the Hessian matrix evaluated at xi .
For the real-world potential energy functions used in this
paper, it was not feasible to numerically optimize a solution
until |∇f (xi )| = 0. As such, we approximated this requirement
with |∇f (xi )| <  where  = 5 × 10−6 kcal mol−1 Å−1 . Finite
1H

is a positive definite excluding the six modes associated with rotation
and translation of the entire molecular cluster. The six modes were identified
and removed with vibrational analysis [31].
i

A. Archiving Molecular Memetic Algorithm
Inspired by the myriad of complex organisms shaped by
biological evolution, the evolutionary algorithm (EA) was
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TABLE I
AMMA and ABHA Parameters

n
I
ILS
w
FT
pi
pc
pp
pr
ng
ec

edup
ddup
M
Q
T

General Parameters
Water cluster size.
Maximum number of iterations.
Maximum number of local search iterations.
Initialization Parameters
Distance step-size.
Maximum failed attempts per distance step.
Child Generation Parameters
Initialization probability.
Crossover probability.
Perturbation probability.
Relocation probability.
Maximum number of molecules to affect.
Archival Parameters
Energy requirement.
Gradient requirement.
Duplicate-check Parameters
Binding energy difference.
USR dissimilarity.
AMMA-Specific Parameters
Population size.
ABHA-Specific Parameters
Probabilistic acceptance function.
Temperature.

proposed as general method for search and optimization. Since
its inception, an abundance of specific algorithms based on the
evolutionary approach have been developed and demonstrated
to solve difficult test and real-world problems. In contrast to
conventional optimization methods, EAs use a population of
solutions to iteratively sample the search space using competitive selection, crossover, and mutation operators. Although
EAs are capable of exploring and exploiting promising regions
of the search space, they can take a relatively long time to
locate a minimum. Furthermore, EAs may not optimize a
solution to the required precision, as compared to other search
methods such as gradient descent.
The recently developed MA combines the evolutionary algorithm with individual learning procedures capable of performing local refinements to better explore and exploit the search
landscape. Over the years, the MA has received increasing
interest from researchers with many recent works revealing
the ability of MAs to converge to high-quality solutions more
efficiently than their conventional evolutionary counterparts
[33]–[37]. In the context of complex optimization, many
different instantiations of MAs have been reported across a
wide variety of application domains [38]–[43], including water
cluster optimization [7], [12], and [26].
In this paper, we developed an archiving memetic algorithm
for collecting isomers or local minima while converging to the
global minimum. It is worth noting that AMMA operates in
the configuration space of fully ﬂexible molecular structures
described in Section II-A.The pseudo-code for AMMA is
shown in Fig. 3.
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Archiving Basin Hopping Algorithm(n, I, ILS , Q, T , w, FT ,
ec , , edup , ddup , pi , pc , pp , pr , ng )
Require: c + i < 1.0
1: x ⇐ InitializeWaterCluster(n, w, FT )
2: x ⇐ LocalSearch(x, , ILS )
3: e ⇐ f (x)
4: A ⇐ InitializeArchive({x})
5: for i = 1 to I do
6:
x ⇐ GenerateChild({x}, pi , pc , pp , pr , ng )
7:
x ⇐ LocalSearch(x , , ILS )
8:
e ⇐ f (x )
9:
if e < e then {New Solution is better}
10:
x⇐x
11:
else
12:
if Random(0,1) ≤ Q(x , x, T ) then {Accept bad
trade}
13:
x⇐x
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
A ⇐ Archive(x, A, ec , , edup , ddup )
17: end for
Fig. 4.

Archiving basin hopping algorithm.

B. Archiving Basin Hopping Algorithm
Analogous to the MA that combines the evolutionary algorithm with local search, the basin hopping algorithm combines
SA and local optimization [44]. SA was inspired from annealing in metallurgy and mimics the process undergone by atoms
when a metal is heated and slowly cooled. The heat causes
the atoms to free themselves and the slow cooling increases
the probability of finding better configurations. Likewise, each
step of the SA algorithm always makes a move to a better
solution but also allows for bad trades, which are decided
using an acceptance probability function [45].
The combination of SA with local search can be seen
as a variant of the standard iterated local search (ILS) algorithm [46] with the extended capability of making bad
trades to escape local minima. Because our intent is to
sample low-lying minima and not merely locate the global
minimum, ABHA does not use an annealing schedule, akin
to the Metropolis algorithm [47]. That said, an annealing
schedule could be added with minimal changes to the algorithm. Fig. 4 illustrates the pseudo-code for our proposed
ABHA.

C. Stochastic Multistart Local Search
As a baseline algorithm to benchmark AMMA and ABHA,
we used the SMSL algorithm. Unlike AMMA and ABHA,
SMSL does not attempt to bias the generation of new individuals. It generates a maximum of I locally optimized water
clusters using the initialization operator followed by a local
search. As such, SMSL is explorative in nature and does not
attempt to favor a particular region of the landscape over
another.
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InitializeWaterCluster(n, w, FT )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

if Random(0,1) < 0.5 then {Start at the centroid}
wc ⇐ 0
else
wc ⇐ w
end if
a ⇐ 0 {Track number of attempts}
while Size(x) <> n do
h ⇐ CreateWaterMolecule() {Initialize at the origin}
h ⇐ RandomTranslateByDistance(h, wc )
if isValid(AddMolecule(h, x)) then {Cluster is Valid}
x ⇐ AddMolecule(h, x) {Add the molecule to x}
else
a⇐a+1
end if
if a > FT then {Too many attempts}
wc ⇐ wc + w {Increase current distance}
a ⇐ 0 {Reset attempts count}
end if
end while
return x

Fig. 5.

Water cluster initialization operator.

D. Child Generation with Landscape Traversal Operators
To traverse the landscape, AMMA and ABHA use a combination of five operators: an initialization operator to generate
entirely new solutions, a local search operator for “drilling
down” to minima, a perturbation operator for exploring nearby
points, a molecular relocation operator for jumping large
distances and finally, a crossover operator for combining good
solutions. Each of these operators plays a crucial role in the
search and optimization process.
1) Local Search Operator: The local search operator is
essential because we require our algorithms to locate isomers
with binding energy gradients of 5 × 10−6 or lower. As
such, it is necessary to find minima with sufficient precision.
Initially, we used the BFGS algorithm, one of the most widely
used quasi-Newton methods for solving nonlinear optimization
problems [48].
2) Initialization Operator: The initialization operator creates a new pure water cluster of a given size by iteratively
adding molecules at increasing distances w from a central
starting point at the origin (see Fig. 5 for pseudo-code).
After initialization, the cluster is locally optimized to bring
a solution to its local minimum. Our preliminary tests on
(H2 O)6 demonstrated our initialization method was effective
at generating a wide range of clusters from across the energy
spectrum with w = 2.5 Å and FT = 5 (Fig. 6).
3) Perturbation and Relocation Operators: The perturbation operator [Fig. 7(a)] is a standard operator used in prior
research [7], and [26], and explores the neighborhood around
the parent cluster. The operator arbitrarily perturbs (translates
and rotates) randomly selected molecules in a cluster. Molecular translation is achieved by adding a vector of three random
real numbers (uniformly generated between 0 and 2.0 Å) to the
coordinates of each atom in the selected molecule. Molecular

Fig. 6. Energy distribution of 600 water clusters of size 6 generated using
the initialization operator and local optimization with BFGS. For this small
cluster size, the initialization method generated samples from across the
energy spectrum and was sufficient to locate the global minimum.

rotation is performed by rotating a molecule by an arbitrary
degree (uniformly generated between 0 and 2π radians) around
the axis formed by the oxygen atom and a randomly generated
point (obtained by adding a uniformly generated real number
between 0 and 1 to each coordinate of the oxygen atom).
Unlike the perturbation operator, which explores nearby
solutions, the relocation operator was formulated to be more
drastic. As its name implies, the operator relocates randomly
selected molecules to random locations on surface of the
water cluster [Fig. 7(b)]. The relocation operator allows the
search process to leap great distances to other regions of
the landscape, which is useful for escaping deep minima.
Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of the perturbation and relocation
operators on ten independently initialized (H2 O)10 clusters.
As expected, the mean USR dissimilarity from 30 generated
solutions to the original water clusters for the pertubation operator is low (<20%) even when four molecules are perturbed
(Fig. 8). In contrast, the USR dissimilarity between relocated
solutions is significantly higher (>57%) even when only a
single molecule is affected.
4) Crossover Operator: In contrast to the perturbation and
relocation operators which are applied on a single cluster, the
crossover operator merges two parent clusters, xk , xl ∈ X to
create a single child cluster. The merge process simulates a
growth from the extreme ends of two clusters. The operator
first randomly rotates both xk and xl around an arbitrary axis
passing through the clusters’ centroids, (xk,c ) for xk . It then
finds the furthest molecule from the centroid in xk (xk,f ) and
the furthest molecule from xk,c in xl (xl,f ). Then, it locates
the closest molecule to either xl,f or xk,f and adds it to the
child cluster. The added molecule is marked so that it cannot
be added again. This growth process continues until the child
cluster meets the required size.
The crossover operator can also be used to generate a new
cluster from only one parent by setting xk = xl . Since a random
rotation is applied to the clusters before the growth process,
the generated child is unlikely to identically match the parent
cluster. We found 300 (H2 O)10 clusters generated using the
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Fig. 9. USR dissimilarity of 300 new structures generated from ten independently initialized water clusters sizes n = 7, 8, 9, 10 using the crossover
operator. The resultant structures are shown to be similar to both parents.
Fig. 7. Perturbation and relocation operators for traversing the landscape.
(a) Perturbation operator. (b) Relocation operator.

GenerateChild(X̂, pi , pc , pp , pr , ng )
Require: pi + pc + pp + pr = 1.0
1: r ⇐ Random(0,1)
2: if r ≤ pi then
3:
x ⇐ InitializeWaterCluster(n, w, FT )
4: else if r ≤ pi + pc then {Perform Crossover}
5:
(xk , xl ) ⇐ SelectParents(X̂)
6:
x ⇐ Crossover(x, x)
7: else if r ≤ pi + pc + pp then {Perform Perturbation}
8:
x ⇐ SelectParent(X̂)
9:
x ⇐ Perturbation(x, ng )
10: else {Perform Relocation}
11:
x ⇐ SelectParent(X̂)
12:
x ⇐ Relocation(x, ng )
13: end if
14: return x

Fig. 8. USR dissimilarity of 30 new structures generated from ten independently initialized water clusters of size 10, using the perturbation and
relocation operators. Both operators are able to create more distinct structures
when a greater number of molecules are affected, but the relocation operator
is clearly the more disruptive of the two.

crossover operator were similar to both parents (d ≈ 20%).
Fig. 9 also shows that the USR dissimilarity remains fairly
constant at 20% even as the cluster size is varied from seven
to ten molecules.
5) Random Initialization: During our initial tests, we discovered that it was possible for algorithms to get “stuck” in a
sub-optimal region that was not well-modeled by the empirical
water models if the initial clusters were formed in that region.
This issue was more detrimental to ABHA, especially on larger
water cluster sizes. Since AMMA possessed a population of
initial starting points, it was less dependent on any one starting
solution. We solved this problem by randomly initializing
solutions with a probability of 0.05 per iteration.
6) Finalized Child Generation Algorithm: The finalized
child generation algorithm is shown in Fig. 10. In addition

Fig. 10. Child generation with the perturbation, relocation, and crossover
operators.

to a current sample of structures X̂, the algorithm accepts
five parameters, (pi , pc , pp , pr , ng ), which control how often
each operator is applied and the number of molecules affected
by the perturbation/relocation operators. For parent selection,
the method uses simple rank selection [49] where the current
population members are ranked in the order of increasing
fitness (individuals with the identical fitness values are given
identical ranks). The parents are then picked with probability
in proportion to their ranks. Note that because ABHA uses
only a single search point, the selection function would always
return the current point.
E. Replacement Strategy
A fundamental way in which both AMMA and ABHA
differs is in the replacement strategy employed. Recall that as
discussed in section III-B, ABHA always accepts good trades
and bad trades are decided using an acceptance probability
function. For this paper, we used the standard Boltzmann
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function

Archive(x, A, ec , , edup , ddup )
Q(x , x, T ) = e

−|f (x )−f (x)|
T

.

(4)

Cluster x is only accepted if Q(x , x, T ) > R(0, 1) where
x, x ∈ X and R(0, 1) is a random number in the interval
[0, 1]. T is a tuning parameter, which varies the probability
that higher energy clusters are accepted and we used T = 0.4
as it worked well in our initial tests with small clusters.
Unlike ABHA which uses a single search point, AMMA
manages a population of solutions. Diversity is a measure of
the distinctiveness of the solutions/clusters in a population and
is an important property in evolutionary optimization. Too low
a diversity may lead to premature convergence and impedes
the search for new isomers. On the other hand, too high a
diversity may slow convergence. Diversity preservation is a
well-researched topic in evolutionary computation as evident
by the variety of strategies such as niching methods (e.g.,
fitness sharing and crowding), mating restriction and entropybased methods [50]–[55].
Many of these methods rely on a quantitative distance
measure either in the configuration or fitness (energy) spaces.
Recall that in prior research [2], [6], [7], [26], the difference
in the fitness space, specifically the binding energy, is often
used as the sole distance measure. Because we have defined
a suitable structural distance measure, d(xi , xj ), AMMA, and
ABHA can better distinguish structures by using distances in
both the configuration and energy spaces.
AMMA preserves diversity by preventing the duplication
of structures in the population, which has been implicated
as a cause for premature convergence [56]. Before a cluster
is inserted into the population, it is checked against every
population member. If the USR dissimilarity to any existing
population member is below 4% and the binding energy
difference between the two clusters is less than 0.01 kcal/mol,
the cluster is classified as a duplicate and is prevented from
entering the population. Otherwise, the new cluster replaces
the highest energy water cluster in the population. The threshold values of 4% and 0.01 were chosen based on investigations
performed in our prior work [12] but can be easily modified
for other studies.
F. Isomer Archival and Vibrational Analysis
Any generated structure was archived if and only if it
met the user-defined gradient requirement (i.e., |∇f (xi )| < 
as defined in Section II-D) and was not already present
in the archive. To ensure that comparisons and duplicate
checking could be performed efficiently, AMMA and ABHA
store clusters in a multimap. Multimaps are associative data
structures that store elements indexed by keys (which need not
be unique). This permits for fast access and retrieval based on
key values, provided the elements are fairly well-distributed
across the keys. Given M elements for a particular key, worst
case access time is O(M + 1) and worst case insertion time
is O(log |A|). In this paper, we indexed structures by binding
energies reduced to two decimal points.
After the optimization process is completed, the archive is
further reduced with vibrational analysis. Vibrational analysis

Require: edup = 10−α for some integer α
1: if (|∇f (x)| < ) ∧ (f (x) ≤ E) then {Structure is a
potential isomer}
2:
k ⇐ Integer(f (x) × 1/edup ) {Compute key}
3:
XD ⇐ GetStructuresInRange(k − 1,k + 1)
4:
Duplicate ⇐ false
5:
for xi in XD do
6:
if (|f (x) − f (xi )| < edup ) ∧ (d(x, xi ) < ddup ) then {x
is a duplicate of an existing archived structure}
7:
Duplicate ⇐ true
8:
break
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
if Duplicate = false then
12:
A ⇐AddStructure(x, k, A) {Add x to archive A with
key k}
13:
end if
14: end if
15: return A
Fig. 11.

Isomer archival algorithm.

ensures that a given molecular cluster has converged to a minimum on the energy landscape by computing second derivatives
and removing symmetries. Briefly, the method consists of six
steps: computing the Hessian, H, of the water cluster coordinates matrix, mass weighting H, determining the principal
components of H (principal axes of inertia), generating a
transformation with separated rotation and translation modes,
transforming H into the new internal coordinates, H , and
finally, computing H ’s eigenvalues. We refer readers desiring
more detail on vibrational analysis to [31].
G. Dissociative Clusters
During this paper, we found that locally searching the
empirical functions would occasionally result in “dissociative”
clusters possessing lower than reasonable binding energies.
These dissociative clusters were characterized by two or more
disconnected pieces. We hypothesize that these broken clusters
resulted from the gradient-based local search algorithms exploring regions that were “off the map” and not well-modeled
by the empirical fits. As a solution, we modified the evaluation
function to ensure that the cluster was a single connected graph
(with the maximum distance between any two connected atoms
set at 6 Å). Any cluster which did not pass this check was
disregarded.
H. Worst-Case Computational Complexity
The worst-case computational complexity of AMMA and
ABHA is dependent on the computational costs of the different
functions including child generation and isomer archival. For
a given cluster of size n, each child generated requires at most
O(n) time while isomer archival requires at most O(log I)
time where I is the maximum number of global iterations
and hence, the maximum size of the archive.
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TABLE II
Experimental Parameters for AMMA and ABHA
Parameter
I
ILS
w
FT
pi
pc
pp
pr
ng
ec

edup
ddup
M

Value
200n (n = water cluster size.)
2500
2.5 Å
5
0.05
0.15
0.64
0.16
0.2n
0 kcals/mol
5 × 10−6 kcal mol−1 Å−1
0.01 kcals/mol
0.04 (96% Similarity)
10

Q
T

e
0.4

−|f (x )−f (x)|
T

(Boltzmann)

Fig. 12. Mean CPU time required for AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL for water
cluster sizes n = 3–15 (averaged over ten independent runs).

B. Global Convergence
However, these costs are often eclipsed by the computational complexity of the potential energy and gradient functions and the number of calls to these functions made by
the local search. Since AMMA and ABHA generate a single
structure per iteration, the maximum number of function and
gradient evaluations in a single local search is O(ILS ) where
ILS is the maximum number of local iterations.
In general, if we let cf (n) and cg (n) be the computational
cost of arbitrary potential energy and gradient functions,
respectively, the computational cost for a single run of either
algorithm is O(I · [ILS (cf (n) + cg (n)) + n + log I]). In the typical
case where cg (n) > cf (n) and cg (n) = O(n2 ) (or larger), and
I is a constant picked depending on the maximum number of
isomers desired, we can drop the lower order terms to yield
O(ILS cg (n)).

IV. Experiments
A. Experimental Setup
To test the effectiveness of the AMMA and ABHA algorithms, we conducted computational experiments on pure water clusters (H2 O)n , n = 3–15 with the parameters in Table II
on a 512-processor ×86 cluster. The average CPU time
required for each run is shown in Fig. 12. We observed
that TTM2.1-F required approximately twice the computation time of OSS2. Because of the computational expense
associated with these experiments, our tests were limited
to ten independent runs per cluster size per algorithm. For
small clusters (<6), we conducted an additional ten runs
per test with no significant change in the results presented.
Furthermore, statistical results presented are significant at the
0.01 level.
In the following subsections, we compare the convergence
and isomer sampling abilities of ABHA, AMMA, and SMSL
on both the TTM2.1-F and OSS2 landscapes.

Table IV-B shows the best overall minima located during our
paper. The lowest binding energy isomers located by AMMA
and ABHA on TTM2.1-F corresponded to the global minima
found on the older TTM2-F landscape [7]. For small clusters
n ≤ 8 on the OSS2 landscape, the best minima match the
structures located in our previous work [12]. To the best of
our knowledge, no global minima structures for OSS2 have
been produced for (H2 O)n n > 8 and we submit the structures
found in this paper as global minima candidates.
Comparing the best minima both visually and using the
dissimilarity measure, we observed that TTM2.1-F and OSS2
have similar minima only for smaller clusters n = 3–5,
8–10. To ensure that the best minima were indeed different, we
locally searched the TTM2.1-F best minima using the OSS2
potential energy model (and vice versa) and verified that the
resulting local minima had higher energies than the structures
shown in Table IV-B.
Furthermore, the frequency that the algorithms attained the
best minima differed significantly for TTM2.1-F and OSS2
[Fig. 13(a)]. On TTM2.1-F, the three algorithms converged
for all ten runs in the allotted number of iterations for small
water clusters (H2 O)n n ≤ 9. For n ≥ 10, AMMA converged
with the highest frequency, followed by ABHA, except the
largest size of n = 15 where ABHA converged once out of
the ten runs. Given the larger problem size and the expected
exponential increase in local minima, it was not surprising that
AMMA and ABHA did not converge for every run within
the number of iterations used in our experiments. In fact,
even when the best minima were not found, AMMA and
ABHA algorithms found solutions near (≤1.0091 kcal/mol
on average) to the global minimum with a small standard
deviation (≤0.7 kcal/mol) as shown in Fig. 13(b). On the other
hand, SMSL fared poorer with greater average distances from
the global minimum (≤2.427 kcal/mol) and larger standard
deviations of up to 1.2 kcals/mol.
On the OSS2 landscape however, AMMA and ABHA did
not achieve a convergence rate of 100% even for small water
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TABLE III
Global Minima Candidates for (H2 O)n, n = 3−15 (TTM2.1−FandOSS2)

Molecular structures were visualized using VMD [57]. Small dissimilarity scores (d ≤ 15%) are in bold.
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Fig. 13. Convergence results for AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL on the TTM2.1-F and OSS2 empirical water models for (H2 O)n n = 3–15. (a) Convergence
frequency of AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL on TTM2.1-F and OSS2. (b) Mean convergence of AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL on TTM2.1-F and OSS2.

clusters. The convergence rate of all three algorithms fell
drastically from 80–100% to 10–30% for water clusters larger
than n = 7. Although AMMA and ABHA appear to still
outperform SMSL for water clusters n ≥ 9, the difference
is less apparent than on TTM2.1-F. Furthermore, the mean
energy differences of the solutions located to the best minima
were double that for TTM2.1-F with larger, more erratic,
standard deviations [Fig. 13(b)].

replicated on the OSS2 landscape. On the contrary, the AMMA
and ABHA algorithms far surpassed the SMSL algorithm for
water cluster sizes larger than (H2 O)8 , sampling up to 840%
more isomers. Unlike AMMA and ABHA, which continued to
gather more isomers on the higher dimensional landscapes of
larger water clusters, we observed a falling trend in SMSL’s
ability to sample new structures. Furthermore, all three algorithms gathered more isomers on TTM2.1-F than on OSS2 for
water clusters larger than (H2 O)10 .

C. Isomer Archive Sizes
Fig. 14 shows the mean and standard deviation of the isomer
archive sizes for AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL. We applied the
nonparametric Mann–Whitney U-test and found no statistical
difference (P < 0.01) between the archive sizes generated by
AMMA and ABHA on the TTM2.1-F landscape. Surprisingly,
the SMSL algorithm appeared very effective at sampling
isomers on TTM2.1-F, generating archives statistically larger
(P < 0.01) than AMMA and ABHA. However, upon closer
inspection, we observed that the SMSL archives were biased toward higher energy structures. On the other hand,
AMMA and ABHA sampled more low-energy structures,
clearly shown by the plotted energy distributions in Fig. 15.
Similar to the TTM2.1-F landscape, we observed no statistical difference between AMMA and ABHA on the OSS2
landscape. We also noted that SMSL’s performance was not

V. Landscape Analysis and Discussion
Our empirical results show that AMMA and ABHA were
comparable in terms of isomer sampling and global convergence. However, we observed that both algorithms found
OSS2 more difficult to explore and optimize. Since both
TTM2.1-F and OSS2 were developed to model water clusters
and possessed the same degree of freedom for each water
cluster size, the significant performance disparity between the
two landscapes was unexpected. To uncover the reasons for
this, we probed the underlying global and local properties of
both landscapes.
We first combined all the isomers archived during this paper
into two archives; one for TTM2.1-F and one for OSS2. All
duplicates were filtered during the process and the retained
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Fig. 14.

Isomer archive sizes for AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL on the TTM2.1-F and OSS2 empirical water models for (H2 O)n n = 3–15.

Fig. 15.

Binding energy distributions for isomers located by AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL on TTM2.1-F and OSS2 (sizes 14 and 15).

solutions were re-verified with vibrational analysis. Fig. 16
shows the total number of isomers (log-scale) used for the
following landscape analysis. The largest archive size was for
(H2 O)15 with 65 597 isomers.
A. Global Landscape Correlation Measures
Landscape correlation is an indication of problem difficulty
[58]. Intuitively, a high-correlation (>0.6) indicates the minima are well-ordered and an optimization method can easily
roll downward toward the global minimum. An uncorrelated
landscape (≈0) may mislead an optimization algorithm to
sub-optimal regions and is considered “rough.” A landscape
with negative correlation is said to be “deceptive” as the
global minimum is located among high-energy solutions. We

computed two metrics, the fitness-distance correlation metric
(FDC) [58] and the FDC-tau, to measure the global correlation
of the TTM2.1-F and OSS2 landscapes.
1) Fitness-Distance Correlation (FDC): The FDC is the
Pearson product moment correlation between the energy differences and the structural differences of the samples to the
lowest energy isomer
cov(δE, δD)
FDC =
(5)
σ(δE)σ(δD)
where cov() is the covariance function, δE and δD are the
energy difference and USR dissimilarity between each solution
and the lowest energy solution, respectively. Likewise, σ(δE)
and σ(δD) represent the standard deviations of the energy
differences and the structural dissimilarity.
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Fig. 16. Total number of archived isomers for water cluster sizes n = 3–15
on TTM2.1-F and OSS2.
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Fig. 19. Local convergence rate of AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL for water
cluster sizes n = 3–15 on TTM2.1-F and OSS2 using the BFGS algorithm.

2) Fitness-Distance Correlation-tau (FDC-tau): Because
the FDC assumes normally distributed data, we propose the
use of an additional metric, the FDC-tau, which uses the
nonparametric Kendall’s tau measure of correlation
FDC−tau =

n c − nd
n(n − 1)/2

(6)

where ranks are used instead of raw binding energy values; n
represents the number of samples, nc represents the number
of concordant pairs, and nd represents the number of discordant pairs. When the assumptions of normality and linear
relationship are broken, the FDC-tau is a more robust metric
compared to the FDC.
B. Global Landscape Correlation of TTM2.1-F and OSS2
Fig. 17. Fitness-distance correlation for water cluster sizes n = 3–15 on
TTM2.1-F and OSS2.

Fig. 18.
OSS2.

Duplication rate for water cluster sizes n = 3–15 on TTM2.1-F and

The FDC and FDC-tau plots for TTM2.1-F and OSS2 are
shown in Fig. 17. Although the global correlations of both
landscapes decrease with increasing problem size, OSS2’s
FDC and FDC-tau scores rapidly fall to less than 0.3 (lowcorrelation region) for water cluster sizes n ≥ 7. In contrast,
TTM2.1-F’s correlation scores remain greater than 0.4, in the
moderate correlation region. We also observed that despite
the similar best minima, TTM2.1-F and OSS2 have different
FDC/FDC-tau scores for water clusters sized n = 8–10,
suggesting differing landscapes.
Recall that both AMMA’s and ABHA’s search processes are
biased toward low-energy solutions, based on the intuition that
the global minimum exists in low-energy regions. However,
OSS2’s low-global correlation scores indicate that its local
minima are not well-ordered and the bias toward low-energy
solutions was less likely to lead to the global minimum. In
contrast, the bias toward low-energy solutions proved fruitful
on TTM2.1-F, which is more correlated or “smoother” for the
cluster sizes considered in this paper [with the single exception
of (H2 O)5 ]. These global correlation results provide a reason
for the convergence disparity between TTM2.1-F and OSS2
but do not clarify the difference in archive sizes.
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Fig. 20. Archive size ratio versus the local convergence rate of AMMA, ABHA, and SMSL for water cluster sizes n = 3–15 on TTM2.1-F and OSS2 using
the BFGS algorithm.

C. Local Landscape Correlation of TTM2.1-F and OSS2

D. Discussion Summary

On average, AMMA and ABHA gathered up to 50% more
isomers per run on the TTM2.1-F landscape compared to
OSS2. While it was possible that the TTM2.1-F possessed
more isomers than OSS2, we found this hypothesis unlikely.
On the contrary, the total combined isomer archive for OSS2
was greater than TTM2.1-F for every cluster size up to n = 9
(Fig. 16). Indeed, the total number of unique isomers sampled
appear to be bounded by the maximum iterations used in our
experiments. Furthermore, exponential fits to the data up to the
point of inflection (n = 8 for TTM2.1-F and n = 6 for OSS2)
supported the notion that OSS2 possessed more isomers than
TTM2.1-F. In addition, the average number of duplicate isomers generated during each run was consistently lower on
OSS2 for every size except (H2 O)3 , suggesting the presence
of more isomers compared to TTM2.1-F (Fig. 18).
To elucidate the reason behind the lower sampling rate on
OSS2, we analyzed the local nature of the landscapes. As
a proxy metric, we used the local convergence rate, which
captured how often a local minimum was derived from a
child solution generated during our experiment. When all
operators were combined, such as in AMMA and ABHA,
we observed the local convergence rate fell appreciably
on OSS2 from 88% to 58% with increasing cluster size
(Fig. 19). In contrast, the local convergence rate on TTM2.1F remained relatively high at 78% even for the largest water
cluster size of 15. Clearly, OSS2 was more difficult to locally
optimize.
When we considered only the initialization operator (the
sole operator used in SMSL), the difference in local convergence rates on both landscapes was more apparent. The
local convergence rate on OSS2 fell dramatically from 81%
to only 4% as water cluster size increased from 3 to 15,
suggesting that the local search operator was not effective
on the OSS2 landscape. By correlating the archive size ratio
and local convergence ratio between TTM2.1-F and OSS2,
we observed that all three algorithms were linearly impaired
by lower convergence rates (Fig. 20). This impairment likely
resulted in the observed difference in archive sizes between
the two landscapes.

Despite differences in terms of formulation, both TTM2.1-F
and OSS2 were designed for the purpose of computing the
binding energies of water clusters and even share similar best
minima for small cluster sizes. However, both the global and
local landscape roughness conspired to make isomer sampling
and global optimization more difficult on OSS2 compared to
TTM2.1-F.
For the wider problem of isomer sampling on arbitrary
potential energy landscapes, our landscape analysis has highlighted an interesting point; that landscapes of outwardly
similar models may differ significantly. Therefore, one should
not simply use identical methods (or parameters) to search
and optimize models that may appear similar on the surface.
We recommend that before initiating a search procedure,
one should use the landscape analysis methods previously
discussed, possibly on a smaller-scale with fewer isomers, to
reveal global and local correlation properties.
If a landscape is revealed to possess low-global correlation,
possible solutions to improve global convergence (for AMMA)
include an increase in population size, multiple populations or
a reduction of the selection pressure. For ABHA, a possible
solution is to use a higher temperature, T , in the acceptance
probability function, Q (4). These changes may encourage
the exploration of other (perhaps higher energy) regions of
the landscape, increasing the changes of locating the global
minimum. To the algorithm designer, we postulate that parameter adaptation, such as in [59], [60], could play an important
role in enabling algorithms to “fit” themselves to any arbitrary
landscape, managing exploration, and exploitation as more
landscape information becomes available.
Turning our attention to the local nature of the landscapes,
our analysis suggested that OSS2 was difficult to locally optimize, limiting the isomer sampling abilities of our algorithms.
In our implementation, BFGS returned when (1) the maximum
number of iterations, ILS = 2500, was reached, (2) a solution
with a low-gradient, |∇f (xi )| <  where  = 5 × 10−6 kcal
mol−1 Å−1 , was found or (3) when the line search along
the (approximated) Newton direction did not yield a lower
energy solution. Our tests revealed that (3) tended to occur
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Hybrid Local Search Algorithm(x, ILS , IPert , , σ)
x ⇐ BFGS(x, , ILS )
if |∇f (x )| ≤  then {Gradient Requirement met}
return x
else {Gradient Requirement not met}
for i = 1 to IPert do
z ⇐ x + σRandom(-1,1) {Perturbation}
z ⇐ BFGS(z, , ILS )
if |∇f (z )| <  then {Found a local minimum}
return z
end if
if f (z ) < f (x ) then {Found a solution with lower
binding energy}
x ⇐z
end if
end for
end if
return x
Fig. 21.

Fig. 22. Hybrid local search algorithm operating on a hypothetical potential
energy landscape with two jump discontinuities where a small change in x
leads to a large change in the function value f (x).

Hybrid local search algorithm (HLS).

without returning a minimum, which we hypothesized to be
a sign of discontinuities on OSS2’s surface. This may be a
problem with other empirical functions and to improve the
general applicability of our algorithms, we sought to enhance
AMMA with an improved local search method, described in
the next section.
VI. A Hybrid Local Search
To handle possible discontinuities, we developed a HLS
algorithm. At its core, HLS is an ILS variant [46] that
introduces a stochastic element to the local search while
maintaining the convergence precision of a gradient-based
search (pseudo-code shown in Fig. 21).
The basic concept underlying HLS is straightforward and
illustrated in Fig. 22: use BFGS until it arrives at a local
minimum (G to D) or it encounters a difficulty, such as a
discontinuity (A to B). Apply a simple perturbation to “jump”
the discontinuity (B to C) and locate a new nearby starting
point from which BFGS can reach the minimum (C to D).
For simplicity, the perturbation step is uniformly generated
between (−σ, σ) where σ is a user-defined parameter. However, future work may look into varying σ automatically to
adapt to the underlying landscape.
We integrated the HLS into AMMA (referred to as AMMAHLS) and with our remaining computational budget, we were
able to run AMMA-HLS on the larger pure water clusters
(H2 O)n n = 13, 14, 15 using the OSS2 potential energy model.
As before, our results are based on ten independent runs. To
minimize the possibility of jumps to other basins, we set a
small perturbation value of σ = 0.05 and IPert = 10.
When compared to AMMA using BFGS (AMMA-BFGS),
AMMA-HLS produced statistically larger archives (Mann–
Whitney U-test, P < 0.01), generating 38% to 47% more
isomers on average (Fig. 24). As expected, this improvement
was matched with an increase in computational cost (Fig. 23)
due to the increase in successful local searches. In fact, with

Fig. 23.

CPU time required by AMMA-HLS and AMMA-BFGS on OSS2.

HLS, AMMA’s isomer sampling performance on OSS2 was
now on par with TTM2.1-F. While not definitive proof, our
results support the notion of discontinuities on the OSS2
landscape.
Although we developed HLS mainly to improve local
convergence, we were curious about any possible global convergence effects. We analyzed the number of times AMMAHLS converged to the structures in Table IV-B and of the
ten runs, AMMA-HLS converged once for each cluster size,
similar to the performance of AMMA-BFGS (as described in
Section IV-B). This was not all-together surprising because
although HLS improved local convergence, it was unlikely
to improve AMMA’s ability to locate the global minimum’s
basin, which is determined by global landscape properties and
other algorithm parameters.
That said, the incorporation of HLS into AMMA achieved
its purpose of improving isomer sampling. While we were
not able to perform the same test with ABHA or SMSL
due to computational budget constraints, we believe the two
algorithms would be similarly improved.
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Fig. 24.

Isomer archive sizes generated by AMMA with the HLS algorithm (AMMA-HLS) and with BFGS (AMMA-BFGS).

Fig. 25.

Comparison of BFGS, CMA-ES, and HLS on 500 initialized (H2 O)10 clusters.

A. Local Search with the Covariance Matrix Adaptation
Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES)
HLS was effective in our experiments due to the availability
of relatively inexpensive gradient evaluations (approximately
2.5 times the computational cost of an energy evaluation in
the case of OSS2). But other molecular models may lack an
analytical gradient function and using numerical gradients may
prove too expensive. As such, we explored the use of a leading

nongradient-dependent stochastic local search algorithm, the
CMA-ES [59], [61].
As a test, we applied CMA-ES, HLS, and BFGS to 500 initialized (H2 O)10 clusters and compared the resulting structures
in terms of binding energy and root-mean-square gradient
(rms). We used the C version of the CMA-ES source code [62],
and implemented the basic algorithm described in [61], using
the standard normally distributed mutation and arithmetic
recombination operators. To emphasize local-searching in
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CMA-ES, we set the population size k = 5 and the initial
coordinate-wise standard deviation φ = 0.01. The algorithm
was set to return when a solution with suitably low-rms value
(5 × 10−6 kcal mol−1 Å−1 ) was located or after 106 function
evaluations.
We captured both the energy and rms value of the optimized
solution as well as the number of evaluation calls needed
to arrive at the solution. For BFGS and HLS, we estimated
the number of evaluations by assuming that each gradient
evaluation would require 90 potential energy function calls,
as would be the case when estimating gradients with forward
or backward finite differencing.
The experimental results in Fig. 25 clearly show that
CMA-ES was the most robust local optimizer, yielding a
minimum for 99.6% of the initial starting structures, closely
followed by HLS (96.2%). In contrast, BFGS converged
successfully for only 18% of the starting structures. Although
CMA-ES was the best local optimization method in terms
of convergence, it did require significantly more iterations—
approximately 2.6 times more iterations compared to HLS on
average.
We acknowledge our results are not conclusive but they
suggest that CMA-ES is a robust nongradient dependent local
search method for the problem of isomer discovery but further
work may be necessary to improve its efficiency. Certain
parameters sets or other CMA-ES variants [61] and [63] may
yield superior results and outperform the standard method used
in this paper.
VII. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented and compared the AMMA and
the ABHA for discovering isomers on the potential energy
landscapes of fully flexible pure water clusters. AMMA and
ABHA represent an enhancement of recent work which has
focused solely on locating global minima. Empirical results
on pure water clusters (H2 O)n n = 3–15 establish that
both algorithms were comparable and effective in terms of
convergence and isomer sampling.
AMMA and ABHA generated larger archives of low-energy
isomers (up to 840% more isomers on OSS2) compared to
SMSL and also verified that global minima for the TTM2.1-F
empirical water model correspond to the older TTM2-F version for (H2 O)3−15 . In addition, the algorithms located new
best minima for the OSS2 empirical model for water cluster
sizes n = 9–15. Prior work has relied on global minima
comparisons “by-eye” but we demonstrate how quantitative
differences in structure can be assessed using an appropriate
distance measure such as the USR.
Although global minima are important structures, they are
nevertheless poor representatives for entire landscapes. As
such, we conducted a landscape analysis using the large
isomers archives generated during our experiments. To the best
of our knowledge, this paper represents the first large-scale
landscape study comparing two complex, sophisticated empirical water models, specifically, TTM2.1-F and OSS2. That
said, our methods are sufficiently capable of being applied to
alternative water models and extended to other molecular or
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atomic systems, from simple Lennard–Jones clusters to more
complex nano-materials.
From the perspective of the evolutionary algorithmist, our
landscape analysis revealed why our algorithms performed
poorer on OSS2: OSS2 is rougher than TTM2.1-F, with lowglobal correlation (FDC and FDC-tau) scores of below 0.3
for (H2 O)n n > 6 which resulted in poorer convergence (in
terms of frequency and mean energy difference). Moreover,
local convergence rates were approximately 20% lower on
OSS2, suggesting a less smooth local landscape. From the
insights gained from our landscape analysis, we developed a
HLS algorithm which substantially improved AMMA’s isomer sampling capabilities, yielding statistically larger isomer
archives on the OSS2 landscapes for (H2 O)n n = 13 − 15. We
speculate that further information can be extracted from the
landscape analysis, which can be performed “on the fly” in
future algorithms to improve performance through parameter
adaptation.
In addition, further study can be conducted on the mutation
and crossover operators, possibly to better sample the search
space. In particular, the random molecular rotation currently
used is not uniformly distributed in 3-D space and could
be improved using uniform random rotation matrices [64] to
avoid biases. More research is also needed to address the
problem of locally optimizing molecular clusters, particularly
for models where analytical gradients may not be available.
Our preliminary test with CMA-ES indicated that it is an
effective at finding isomers but further research is necessary
to improve its efficiency.
From the perspective of the physical chemist, landscape
analysis is not only useful for understanding algorithm performance but also has the potential to significantly impact
the scientific study of molecular systems. We believe the
quantitative measurement and study of landscape properties
is a move toward a more robust methodology for validating
and improving models. Similar to TTM2.1-F and OSS2, the
landscapes of other potential energy models may also vary substantially, despite similar best or global minima. The insights
gained from similar landscape analysis could provide scientists
with a better understanding of the underlying potential energy
landscapes and aid future model creation, refinement, and
calibration. One particular extension of our landscape analysis
which we are investigating is an analysis of the Hessians of
the discovered isomers to extract the equilibrium properties of
water clusters [65] and [66].
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